Discover MoMA Design Store
‘Tis the season for gifting. Here you’ll find designs that are fun
and functional, beautiful and innovative—from iconic classics to
transformative technologies. We like to think of them as
extraordinary objects that elevate the everyday.
MoMA has believed in and showcased good design since 1929.
So each piece is carefully considered by our curators before it
makes it into your home.
With this in mind, we invite you to discover holiday gift ideas at
our newly renovated Design Store on 53rd Street, as well as our
stores in the Museum and Soho, and on store.moma.org.
Enjoy exploring our new catalog and discovering inspiring and
innovative holiday gifts for everyone on your list.
When you shop at MoMA you support the Museum’s
exhibitions and educational programs.
1.800.447.6662 | store.moma.org
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1. Stoff Candle Holder NEW EXCLUSIVE
Werner Stoff, 1960s Shine some (candle)
light on this icon of 1960s Danish design.
Combine and stack to create endless beautiful,
sculptural shapes. Multiples shown, sold
individually. Custom 7" candles sold
separately. Each: 2.75h × 4w × 3.75"d
#120224 Candle Holder $38 each/
Members $34.20
#120225 Box of 12 Candles $10/
Members $9

2. Hideout Chair NEW EXCLUSIVE
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Front, 2015 Created by Swedish design
group Front, this steam-bent solid beech
chair is as welcoming as it is chic. Woven
caned sides create a semi-private experience
as you slip into the wide and uber-comfortable
upholstered seat. Front is featured in MoMA’s
collection. Made in Italy. 46h × 30w × 32"d
Seat height: 17.75" #120195 $4,800/
Members $4,320 (+$150 S+H)

3. Punched Bowl NEW EXCLUSIVE
Piet Hein Eek, 2014 While experimenting
with ideas for a design commission, Piet
Hein Eek used an industrial machine to
perforate and shape a precious sheet of
metal into a functional object. The result is
recreated here in these one-of-a-kind
stainless-steel bowls. Made in the
Netherlands. 15.75h × 20w × 12"d
#120143 $225/Members $202.50
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4. Collo-Alto Flatware NEW Inga
Sempé, 2015 The slender neck of this
five-piece set gives a particular lightness to
this flatware collection, whose distinctive
aspect is the contrast between curved and
straight lines and the combination of large
and narrow volumes. Made by Alessi, a
manufacturer featured in MoMA’s collection.
Mirror-polished stainless steel. 5.25–8.25"l
#119711 $80/Members $72
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5. Gondola Serving Knife NEW
EXCLUSIVE Barbro Berlin, 2014 A modernist
tool, this all-purpose serving knife is meant
to bring a sense of ritual to the dining table.
Made in Sweden. Steel with brass plating.
11.5l × 1.5"w #119745 $65/Members $58.50
6. Optic Table Tile Coasters NEW

EXCLUSIVE Bower, 2015 This set of six
beech wood and cork coasters feature a
graphic black and white design which can be
used separately or artfully arranged to form
a tiled trivet. 3.5l × 3.25"w #118816 $18/
Members $16.20
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7. Series B Crystal Service NEW

MoMA COLLECTION Josef Hoffmann, 1912
This glassware embodies Hoffmann’s
penchant for austere black-and-white
design, with frosted crystal adorned with
a sophisticated alternating pattern of
hand-painted black lines. This timeless
design is featured in MoMA’s collection.
Made in Austria. Sold individually.
#119683 Wine Glass: 5.25h × 2.5"diam.
4oz. $285/Members $256.50
#119684 Champagne Glass: 4.75h × 4"diam.
4.7oz. $295/Members $265.50
#119682 Wine Decanter: 8.5h × 4.25"diam.
27oz. $1,330/Members $1,197
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Become a member + save

8. Oslo Ice-Cream Spoons NEW
EXCLUSIVE Miguel Peixoto, 2010 These
multicolored, iodized ice cream spoons look
sleek, but they’re not just for show—their
squared-off ends are custom-designed
for optimal scooping. Made in Portugal.
PVD-coated stainless steel. Set of six. 5.25"l
#119693 $38/Members $34.20
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